
Technical Corner: 
New Top Trunnion 
Bearings MGB
by Tom Hodgson

Due to the persistent deep freeze, 
this past Feburary GM, we had 
a small audience, so not many 
people had an opportunity to see 
my presentation on the New Top 
Trunnion Bearings for MGBs. This 
article will share with our readers, 
some of the research I have made 
with this interesting new product.  
Steering of MGB’s and some other 
classic British cars has often been 
quite heavy at low speeds         
         continued on page 3  

Ask Ed!  by Ed Taccone

Hello all, can’t believe how fast time flies. 
Hope you enjoyed 
our Jan./Feb. 
Newsletter and my 
new column ASK 
ED. This month 
I am thrilled to 
submit answers to 
questions asked by 
our readers.
Q1: Ken Mason 
e-mailed me and 
asked. Hi Ed this is a 
question I have never 
found the answer to. 
The question being 
there are three words in the English language 
that end in “gry” one is hungry and the 
other is angry what is the third? 
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Editor, British Driven: Angela van Breemen

On Sunday January 25th 2015,  five 
couples from the Suncoast British Car 
club  joined the Alpha Romeo car club in 
Sarasota to watch a polo match.
 As we sat and had our lunch, and waited 
and watched, I was immediately drawn 
to the similarities between golf and polo.
Leaving the horses out of the equation, 
the players of both sports try to get a 
small white ball into a target place by 
using a long stick with a metal head.  
They take classic swings.  It takes skill.
They each go up and down the course 
trying to hit the ball, sometimes with 
great force and sometimes lightly. They 
hit the ball often to get it to their goal.
They each play their game on very well 
manicured, well maintained  green grassy 
areas.
Each player wears either a golf shirt or 
a polo shirt, that could be interchanged 
as each have a small collar and three or 
four buttons at the neck. They all wear 
baseball hats - go figure.
Individuals score points. Both the games 

leave spectators plenty of time to walk 
and talk and and write stories.  
Both golf and polo are contenders for 
being the world’s hardest sport.  Each 
takes years of practice to become 
proficient.
In each sport players are rated using a 
handicap system.
Each sport has a very large playing area.
Both games have rigid rules.
If you enjoy watching golf you will 
probably like watching polo.
Both Golf  and Polo are the names of 
cars.  Volkswagon could have named 
them baseball and hockey, but they 
called their cars Golf and Polo.
Golf and Polo were both Olympic sports 
but were dropped from the Olympics.
Now if shopping were an Olympic 
Sport, I would be a winner!  I need a 
tangible reward at the end of any game 
or endeavor!    
                                                                            Marion Mason  

ASK ED Replies: I did e-mail Ken back 
with an answer but honestly folks 
I may need help with this one. 
My response was after dissecting 
the question and knowing that 
two words in English that end in 
“gry” angry and hungry there is no 
question that the third word lies 
within: What is the third word in 
the three word phrase The English 
Language? 

The answer to your much awaited  
query is no other, but “language”. 

Ken, if this is not the answer you 
were looking for all I can say is I am 

hoping our readers may have the correct 
answer.                    
        continued on page 2 
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Q3: Folks I just had to to mention this special moment. 
My five year old Granddaughter, Nella  overheard me 
tell her Grandmother “I’m going into Orangeville to get a 
haircut. I’ll be an hour.”

She came up to me and said, “Grandpa why does it take 
so long to get your haircut? You only have hair around the 
sides and back!”

ASK ED Replies: Lost for words, I answered, “I’ll 
explain later.” 
Please help me out, what should have I said? 
       
                              Ask Ed  
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Ask Ed... continued from page 1 

Q2: Fernie Brunetti from Mississauga asked: What is 
the difference between a wet sump and a dry sump oil 
system?

ASK ED Replies: A wet sump engine collects oil 
in and pumps oil from an oil pan located below 
the crankcase. A dry sump system uses a separate 
oil reservoir and pump connected to the engine/
crankcase via plumbing. 
Most engines are wet sump. Dry sump’s advantages 
include lowering engine height, increasing oil 
capacity and better maintaining oil pressure during 
high speed turns. Two primary disadvantages are the 
dry sump’s higher cost and complexity.

Message From Peter Pontsa, HBCC President:
Your Executive selected Choices Youth Shelter as this year’s Charity. HBCC Vice-President Ed Taccone 
is organizing an All British Classic & Antique Car Show with the goal of raising at least $1,000.00 
in funds for this worthwhile cause. Come Join us on June 13th!

ALL BRITISH CLASSIC & ANTIQUE CAR SHOW! 

ALL BRITISH CLASSIC AND ANTIQUE CAR SHOW SAT. JUNE 13/2015  
HELD AT CALEDON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY FAIRGROUNDS (FAIR WEEKEND).

FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT ALL DAY (ON FAIRGROUNDS).
ADDRESS:   18927 HURONTARIO (HWY10)
    CALEDON VILLAGE ON. L7K OX7

EVENT START TIME:  10AM TO 3PM

EVENT THEME:   “RAISING HOPE FOR CHOICES Y0UTH  SHELTER.” 
REGISTRATION:  SHOW CAR AREA (OPEN AT 9AM)
                                                  
FEE:    $5.00 PER CAR. (PROCEEDS TO GO TO CHOICES YOUTH SHELTER)
 
PARKING:   ON GRASS (Western horse show ring) 
    Car and Driver will be directed to parking area.

ENTRY TO FAIRGROUNDS: FREE

JUDGING:   PEOPLES CHOICE.  
                                                 
TROPHIES:   BEST OF SHOW, 2nd runner up, 3rd runner up, 
    CAS President’s choice and Teen choice.
                                                 
DOOR PRIZES:   SILENT AUCTION AND RAFFLE.

GAMES:   PISTON TOSS

DEMONSTRATION:  COUNTERACT (WHEEL BALANCING)

50/50 RAFFLE:   Tickets available at registration booth

AWARDS:   TO BE HELD AT 2PM. 

BARBECUED CHICKEN  AT 4PM. Tickets available on fairground by 
DINNER:    Showmobile (first come basis).
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If  you are thinking of organizing an 
event for our 2015 Driving Season, please 

contact Jane Tully, 
our Events Coordinator.

GENERAL MEETING 
Wed. Mar. 4, 2015, 7:30 p.m.        
The Royal Canadian Legion
MemberSpeaker: Ed Taccone on “How to 
Avoid a Scam at a Repair Shop.”

GENERAL MEETING 
Wed. Apr. 1, 2015, 7:30 p.m.        
The Royal Canadian Legion
Guest Speaker: Doug Adams to do 
seminar on Antique and Classic car 
appraisals.

Sun. April 19, 2015 - Ancaster British 
Flea Market
- $7.00 admission, 9:30 am. -2:00 pm. at 
Ancaster fairgrounds

GENERAL MEETING 
Wed. May 6, 2015 @The Legion     
Mystery speaker 

Backyard BBQ Meeting
Wed. June 3, 2015 
Hosts: M & J-L Valade

Ft.Lbs.  The nut on top of the trunnion 
is set at 60 Ft. Lbs. of torque. A new 
split pin will be used on the locking 
bolt.

The parts are exclusive to one UK 
supplier at the moment. In fact I may 
the first in Canada to try these. I will 
report back in the Summer after driving 
a while. If anybody needs help ordering 
they can contact enquiries@scparts.co.uk

           Tom Hodgson 

Technical Corner: Top Trunnion Bearings... cont’d from page 1
especially. This is in part due to the use 
of a brass bushing to carry the shock 

absorber and its related thrust. Quite 
often little or no lubricant reaches this 
brass bushing.

Recently the S.C. Parts Group at 
Gatwick have begun offering a needle 
bearing to replace this thrust bushing. 
These are thin enough to be used as a 
direct replacement. The replacement is 
simple and can be done in a couple of 
hours by owners who like to work on 
their own cars.

Lindsay Porter in His book “Guide to 
purchase and Restoration of the MGB” 

makes a very strong statement about 
using the proper jack when working on 
the Top Trunnion. A scissors type is not 
secure enough. I removed the road wheel 
then without taking off the brake disk 
removed the top Trunnion nut and the 
side bolt. Note -- this bolt has a flat side 
which must be located correctly. The 
bolt pushed out easily enough but the 
trunnion needed help from a puller to 
get it moving upwards.

The next task is to loosen the pinch 
bolt on the shock absorber arms. This 
gives just enough space to remove the 

trunnion and rubber bushings. This is a 
good time to check the rubber bushings 
to see if they need replacing.  Carefully 
collect and clean the brass bushing and 
spacers from beneath the trunnion. 

Measure the thickness currently in use. 
Grease-pack the new bearing then use 
enough spacers to provide the same 
thickness as before.

With everything cleaned it is now time 
to fit the trunnion with bearing. Note 
the locating groove in the King-pin and 
the flat locating section of the rear shock 
absorber arm. 

 Torque the two bolts to 43 to 45 



car # 52 by Bob Althoff and Sir John 
Whitmore, car # 53 by John Parkinson 
and Jack Flahtery. This GT category 
race now included Porsches TVR’s and 
Sunbeam Alpines, which meant there 
was to be some serious competition .In 
the end the MG’s were a reliable as ever 
and once again were the only team to 
finish intact and came 4th 5th and 6th 
in class.

They were beaten by two Porches 
and an Alpine. The winning Porsche 
completed a hundred eighty eight laps 
and was driven by Dan Gurney. 

Throughout it’s racing career the MGA 
has stood out as a great race car and 

its celebrity status didn’t end on the 
track, as the MGA appeared in five 
movies including “Blue Hawaii” staring 
Elvis Presley and Angela Lansbury. In 
one scene Elvis sings from the open 
Red roadster model 1600 MKI.  Elvis 
liked the car 
so much he 
bought it for 
himself and 
it now resides 
at Graceland 
with his other 
cars.

A lot of people 
are collecting 
and restoring 
MGA classics 
and we have 
quite a few 
in our own 
club. I consider 
them quite a design statement and have 
secretly being longing for one.

           Peter Pontsa 

The MGA was a significant and 
complete styling split from MG’s earlier 
sports cars. There were seven models 
produced, ranging from the early 
MGA 1500 to the MGA 1600 MK II 
manufactured in May 1962 when the 
last one was produced. 

The earliest designs started in 1951 
when designer Sid Evener fashioned an 
aerodynamic body for George Phillips’ 
TD, his Le Man’s car. 

This early prototype was limited and 
had to be redesigned, after initially 
being rejected by then BMC Chairman 
Leonard Lord, it was launched because 
the older traditional sales models were 
failing.

The car came equipped with a body 

on frame design and the engine was a 
straight in line four series “B” with a 
4 speed transmission. The suspension 
consisted of independent coil springs 
and a wishbone at the front.

Later the twin cam was introduced for 
competition; however it was problematic 
at best. Soon production was halted, 
that however did not stop the racing 
spirit.

In 1955, three prototype EX 182s, were 
transformed into MGAs and they were 
entered in the 24 hour Le Mans. Two of 
them finished the race placing 12th and 
17th, proudly establishing the reliability 
of the new car. The other one crashed 
with serious injuries to its driver, Dick 
Jacobs

The MGA was raced throughout the 
USA with significant victories. One such 
example was the 1956 12 hour Sebring  
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MGA - A Stylish Competitor.  by Peter Pontsa
where the MGA team celebrated a 
fantastic finish, car # 50 driven by 
Steve Spitler and Bill Kinchole finished 
19th and car # 49 with Dave Ash, Gus 
Ehrman and Jon Van Driel 20th and car 
# 51 with Fred Allen and Sid Blackin 

in came in 22nd place. They were the 
only team to survive the race intact and 
crossed the finish line in formation.

Another fascinating race was at Watkins 
Glen in August 1958, when Sherman 

Decker prepared both MGAs but Bob 
Bucher who had considerable talents out 
drove Sherman. His average speed was 
131.942 miles per hour. 

Then he took home the prestigious 
Collier Brothers Memorial Trophy both 
in 1957 and a 1958. What makes this 
race so unique is that it ended with the 
most fantastic last lap in MGA racing 
history, when Bob Bucher and Sherman 
Decker rubbed knock off spinners side 
by side on the last turn, at which point 
Bucher moved ahead and finished just 
before Decker. 

1962 saw what was the last entry of 
the MGA’S at the Sebring 12 hour 
endurance race car #51 was to be driven 
by Jack Sears and Andrew Hedges, 

Sebring 1956 MGA Team

Miss MGA North America, 1962

The MGA was a complete style change
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car “should fail to proceed” at some 
point. Nothing like having your wife 
jump out and do her bit whilst you 
fiddle with the radio or study the map! 
I always give her an extra tot of rum 
when she helps out!

Cleaned up the fuel gauge sending unit 
and reserve electro magnet switch.
Installed the rebuilt Carter 4 barrel carb 
as it too was nicely gummed up... fiddly 
carbs and I rather work on Webers any 
day, but here there was no choice.
Did some minor headlight wiring...I 
knew there was a problem because the 
Lucas smoke was escaping from a wire I 
was sure was ground. Fortunately I had 
a spare Lucas smoke kit and I was able 
to top up the wires and get it all sorted 
out. 
Redoing the leather using the 
Leatherique process is coming along 
well and that pretty much sums up our 
work for December and early January...
the rest of the winter will be spent on 
the Rolls and other projects.
    Dorien Berteletti        

Given that we are tackling the 409 
Bristol as well as on going work on 
the Rolls, I will share with you some 
thoughts on the work we are doing 
since it applies to any car.
The Bristol had been sitting for some 
30 years and was not running....what a 
surprise! 
Well the first things were to 
re-commission the engine and see if it 
would run as well as overhauling the 
fuel system  + 1000 other things.
Pulled the plugs and poured 1/2 cup 
of diesel fuel in each cylinder.....having 
a Mercedes Diesel insures there is 
always diesel fuel around. Left it for 2 
weeks and took off on one of our car 
adventures.

On our return I poured 1/2 cup of 
engine oil in each cylinder murmuring 
those special magic words we use on 
these occasions. A few days later I put a 
socket on the crankshaft and pulled and 

obediently the engine turned over. Gave 
it several complete turns...all seemed 
OK. Put in a new oil filter and clean 
engine oil...note there is no need for 

any fancy expensive oil as you will be 
draining it fairly soon. I then cranked it 
over with the starter motor until I had 
oil pressure and 60 lbs of it...not bad! 
Filed the points , distributor contacts 
and 8 new  plugs .... I’m not cheap!
A gravity gas feed to the carb and 
within seconds it was running and once 
warmed up it ran very well...smooth 
and very quiet.
I had previously removed the fuel tank 
and sent it out for cleaning and sealing. 
Cleaning because of all the varnish and 
gum in the tank. Sealing for general 
protection and rust inhibitor.
In the pictures you will see the heavily 
gummed up pick up filter screen and 
looking better a few hours later.

We took the twin SU pumps off, 
cleaned them and substituted the 
capacitors with diodes for greater point 
life. See pictures.
Anne installing the SU pumps in the 
car...we picked a relatively mild day at 
–5c and as you can see the car is in the 
drive-shed, the Rolls being inside. If 
you wonder why Anne is doing this, 
I felt it was important for her to have 
some some hands-on experience, if the 

Restoration Thoughts on the 409 Bristol  by Dorien Berteletti
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contemplating, is using the dishwasher 
for car parts cleaning. I am in the early 
stages but it has been suggested that I 
don’t move on with it. 
My theory is that our dog, Essex does 
an amazing job of dishwashing, does not 
use  hot or cold water, no detergent and 
works just as well when there are power 
failures, and other than an occasional 
discreet “slurp” noise, is dead quiet. 
A dishwasher has to be filled to work 
efficiently...what do you do when you 
just only have one or two dirty plates? 
Essex is there to help and does not 
complain about partial loads. There is no 
machine that can provide that level of 
service at any cost.
Now just as I am writing this, Anne 
pointed out that although I had washed 
up, two bowls were dirty on the outside 
near the bottom and she held them up 
as evidence. 
I explained that we did not eat on the 
outside of the bowl and Essex had 
missed that part also when he helped 
out. I don’t think we won that argument, 
but given Essex is a guy we just figured 
it’s a guy thing... or “just us” ?
                    Dorien Berteletti       

Note From the Editor: One of the fun 
parts of British Driven are the interesting 
comments we receive from our readers. 
Below are some thought provoking 
comments from one of our members, 
Dorien Berteletti. 
Thoughts from Dorien...

In the last issue Ed Taccone had a very 
interesting article entitled “Is it just me?”
I enjoyed it and truly understand the 
problem as many of the stories are 
familiar. Although we each have our own 
preferences, I am not overly fussy as to 
the location of the toaster. I am far more 
concerned as to which side my toast is 
buttered! 
Over the years I have noticed that there 
are many women that are confused by 
this simple thing and strive diligently to 
get it right. Occasionally I have heard a 
grinding noise during their attempts, but 
maybe I was mistaken.
Now given that we are in the kitchen, 
I admit to using the oven to heat up 
engine parts and the freezer for cooling, 
and all this makes for much easier fitting 
of parts. 
Generally it is best to do this when 

you are “home alone” as it avoids 
complicated explanations on expansion 

and contraction and the differences 
between aluminum and other metals. 
There are many partners that don’t seem 
to care.
Dirty feet in the house? Are we supposed 
to go around barefoot... and that would 
not help, as our dog walks in barefoot 
and we both get told off because of 
marks on the floor. We note the cat gets 
away with it, but then she is a girl.
One kitchen project that I am 

Response to January / February Column; “Is It Just Me?” 

One of the trays has a drain plug for oil 
changes. 

You can also insert protection cardboard 
layers between the rails. My four poster 
is lagged to the floor but came with four 
roller dollies if you needed to push it out 
of the way. It does not have to be tied 
into the ceiling. 
My unit came with the optional 
aluminum drive-up ramps. The standard 
steel ones are quite heavy. 

When we get home (mid March) I 
would be more then happy to welcome 
any member to take a look at my set up.

Meanwhile... enjoy the winter!

                  Alan Sands       

Here is a “squirt” on the internet from 
somewhere in the Mediterranean on the 
subject of hoist that Ed addressed. 

I have both a four and a two poster and 
my advice is to do it now and not wait 
until you can no longer crawl under the 
cars. 

For any of the cars that I see in our 
club a 12’ clearance is ok. The two post 
unit is good for working on the brakes 
etc. (if you are  wanting to work on all 
four at the same time) but it has the 
disadvantage on climbing around on 
your hands and knees to position the 
four arms and locate the pick up points. 

This can be exacting work that has 
to be re-checked so as not to “pinch” 

things. It has the disadvantage of storing 
a car underneath with not means of 
protecting it from the “incontenent” 
British cars. It has to be lagged to the 
floor and tied in at the top.

The four poster on the other hand you 
hook on the ride-up ramps and simply 
drive on. For working on the wheels etc 
it is a simple matter to scissor or bottle 
jack the corner you are working on. 

My unit has a number of sliding trays, 
one of which is extra heavy gauge steel 
and can be moved into position if you 
can not jack on the ramp itself. 
It comes also with another four or five 
trays each about a foot wide and about 
four inches deep to place under parts 
of your car that are really incontenent. 

Alan’s Perspective On Hoists - Re January / February Ask Ed 
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The Sponsors’ Corner

If you are interested in advertising your business or services in 
British Driven, business card sized ads and quarter page ads 

are now available.
 For further details, contact Jean-Louis Valade through our 

website www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org 

STAHLHAMMER MOTORWORKS

Ken Stahl
MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN HEALEY ROVER

Work hard - Have Fun - Make Money - Help People

         754542 2nd Line EHS,
(519) 217-3791        Mono, L9W 5X1

         kennerell@gmail.com

RCR Realty, Brokerage 
Indepedendently Owned & Operated

David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in 

Dufferin County Since 1984

Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455   * Cell: 519.216.0138

Vehicle Storage at Toad Hollow from 
November 1st, 2014 to May 1st, 2015

Call 519-216-0138 for details.

Store your Automotive Treasures at 
The Past Glories Of Toad Hollow*

under the watchful eye of 

THE TOAD
Call David Maguire at 519-216-0138

* at the rear of  55 Townline, Orangeville
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$100.00 per annum for 1/4 page ad
specs required are 4.0” x 4.5”

$50.00 per annum for business card size
specs required are 3.5” x 2”

Sponsor to provide high resolution artwork in jpg, tiff, indd 
or pdf format.

* a minimum of 10 isues per year will be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement placed here, please 

contact Jean-Louis Valade at 
www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

Making Life Less Taxing

Neil Mathieson, CPA, FICB

168 Broadway, Orangeville, 
Ontario L9W 1K3 

519-942-2880

3045 Southcreek Road, #27 
Mississauga, ON L4X 2X6 

905-206-0004

Neil Mathieson, Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA) 
Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers (FICB)


